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STATIC STRUCTURE - SOIL INTERACTION 

" " byZDENEK P. BAZANT· 

The conventional methods of structural analysis, I.e. the force and displacement 
methods, are extended to soil-structure interaction problemS In which the 
foundation settlements for chosen time-constant reactions values can be approxi
mately determined by the methods of soil mechanics. Thl.s approach Is best suJ.ted 
for structures supported on isolated footings. The nonlinear reaction-lettlement 
diagrams are linearized by tangent compresslbillties and fictitious initial settle
ments. The additional flexibillties and stlffnesses due to the foundation are a
pressed. Introducing creep operators for, the structural material (concrete) aad 
integral operators for consolidation of clay layers, the algebraic equations for 
time-Independent Interaction are transformed to a system of Volterra's Integral 
(or integro-differential) equations, governing the .lnteraction when a delayed 
response is exhibited by the structure as well as the 80U. In an example thiJ 

. system is solved by a well-known numerical method. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the basio problems of 'soil meohanios is the determination. 
of settlements under statically indetermin.a.te strnctures, and the criteria.. 
for their maxinlum tolerable values. A simplified approach often used 
consists of analysing the reactions of the staotica.lly indeter.tninate struc
t1l1'e wUh the assumption tha.t the foundations are absolutely rigid. The
settlements are then calculated for the reaction so obtained. This ap
proach is a.ooeptaoble only for very flexible structures on very rigid 
foundations, a condition which is not always met. Often the settle-· 
ments may affect largely the stresses in the structure, so that the
structure with the subsoil must be analysed as . a ,single system. For 
·the a.na.lysis· of the . long-term interaction, creep in the structure and 
.long-term consolidation in the soil must be taken into account, for they 
may alter considerably the effects of differential settlements. In addi--
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tion, the nonliI\earity of the reaction-settlement diagram usually can
not be neglected. 

The empirical criteria for tolerable settlements in soil mechanics 
such as. a certain maximum permissible value of the settlement differenc� 
per umt length, or the settlement curvature along the soil surface can 
be established only for a very specific type of structure lOading

' 
etc 

but �ave no. general validity . In a rational approach, the �tresses c�used 
by differentIal settlement,s must be compared with the strength of the 
structure . 

A general discussion of this problem and empirical criteria have 
�ead! b�en presented in numerous publications [IJ - [6). In the earlier 
mvestI�atlOns, the foundation of simple structures was often treated as 
a contmuous, isotropic, linearly elastic halfspace [6J, [7], [8J. More a.c
curate methods of soil mechanics have been used for the calculation of 
settlements under simple structures [6J, [9], [10]. Elastic frames on a 
conso�dating subsoil have been solved by the slope-deflection method 
repl!i'�1� the foundation with a spring-dashpot model [11]. Structu.re� 
exhlbltmg creep and resting on a consolidating clay foundation have been 
solved by the author, assuming a simplified creep law (Eq. 17) for con
crete and l.leglectin� mutual interaction between the footings. The latter 
eff�ct was mcluded m a study of complex frames couples with shear walls 
(WIth openings) [15], [16) but the time effects were neglected. Various 
types of idealized foundations have been introduced in studies of beams 
and plates [17] - [20]. Recently a number of practical design problems 
have been solved by the finite element method subdividing into finit.e 
elem�nts both the structure and the subsoil. This approach is generally 
applica.b�6 but oft�n unnecessarily ela.borate (e. g. for the bridge in Fig. 2), 
b�cause m many mstances the response of the subsoil can be determined 
With .80 practica:uy sufficient accuracy according to the standard methods 
of soil mechanIcs for the calculation of settlements. This is particularly 
true for structures supported on isolated footings, and primarily such 
structures will be kept in mind in this paper. 

The intent of this paper is to show how the response of the subsoil 
can be incorporated into the conventional structural analysis with or 
without presence of creep. 

The dynamic structure-soil interaction, important for shock-wave 
and earthquake resistance, will be excluded from our considerations. 

ASSUMPTIONS 

1. The structure is connected with the subsoil at a finite number of 
discrete points, the footings. 

2. The response of soil under time-constant reactions of foot�<YS 
is known. (This relationship must be provided by the soil mechanics 
theory) . 
. 3. The structure is not too stiff so that the changes of reactions in 

tlIDe are not too large. Then the reaction-settlement relationship can be 
linearized. 

4. The consolidation of ,clay layers is governed by linear relationships. 
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5. The structure may be idealized as a system of ba.rs or finite 
elements . 

6. The deformations of the structure are small and the stress-stra.in 
law of the structural material may be assumed as linear. 

INSTANTANEOUS SOIL RESPONSE 

With regard to the duration of service of many structures the de
formations appearing within a few days after the load applicatio� ma.y be 
regarded as instantaneous. According to the standa.rd procedure in soil 
mechanics, the instantaneous settlements may be determined as follows. 
One subdivides the subsoil in several fictitious layers and determines 
for a selected reaction value, the stresses in each of them. (For thi� 
purpose one can approximately assume. the same stress distribution as 
in an elastic half-space). According to the data from consolidation tests 
of soil samples, the settlements of all layers are then determined and 
added. Repeating the procedure for various reaction values, the complete 
instantaneous reaction-settlement diagram may be obtained. Usually 
this diagram is nonlinear (Fig. 1). For the analysis of interaction a 
suitable linearization is necessary. Conventionally it has been assumed 
that wk = CUPk where Cu = secant compressibility of the foundation, 
PI< ::: reaction, Wk = settlement . This relationship is represented by the 
secant line in Fig. 1. This linearization, however, is not the best one 
because usually the value of reaction can be estimated in advance with 

ur 

zp fp 4p P 
I -
I 

Fig. 1 

an error less than about 30%. The time changes of reaction usually 
also do not exceed this limit. Then, obviously, the tangent line in Fig. 1. 
represents a better linearization of the reaction-settlement diagram. 
ThUB 

where 
Ck{= (3Wk - 2wk)!(3Pk - 2Pt), 

w� = lWk - Ckk 2P". 

(1) 

(la) 

(lb) 
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Here Oklo is the.incremental (tangent) compressibility-of the foundation . 1 PTe is the estimated value of reaction Pk; BPk and a Pk are som� adjacent values of reaction (e.g. 0.9 1Pk and 1.1 IPk) used for the determination of 0kk; lWU 2Wk, aWl: are the corresponding settlements Alternatively, the relationship wt, = !wI: - Ok" Sp" can be also assumed' making the computation of !wI: unnecessary. ' If the footings are spaced closely, the mutual influence between them must not be neglected. A load PI applied in the loth footing contributes also to the settlement WI; in the k-th footing. This settlement may be determined similarly as WI and again the tangent linearized relationship may be assumed, i. e. -

(2) 
where Okl = a,l<' If the contributions of all reactions are summed and the notation wZ = 1; WZ, is made, then 

I 

(3) 

Similar equations may be also set up for the relationship between the horizontal reactions and the horizontal displacements of footmgs, as well as for the relationship between the reaction moments and the rotations of footings. If the vertical reactions are numbered as PH P" P7' ... the horizontal reactions as PI' Pfj, Ps, . .. and the reaction moments as P3, Ps, P" ... (plane problem), all possible relationships between them have the fonn of Eq. (3). For 01£/, the more general term "compliance" should then be used. For the determination of the compliances Old due to horizontal forces or reaction moments, soil mechanics presently gives little information [7], [21] - [25]. Approximately, the compliances for horizontal forces can be determined, assuming that the ratio ·between the vertical and the horizontal displacements is the same as for an elastic half-space. Thus it may be found that for square footings the Ok/ and Okk - values for a horizontal force and a horizontal displacement equal about the double of the values for a vertical force and a vertical displacement, respectively, while in a plane problem (cross-section of an infinite foundation strip) these values are approximately equal [16]. 
The compressibility Okl due 

to the coupling between the vertical reaction of one square footing and the settlement in another square footing is approximately [16] : 0kk b,./dkl where blo is the distance of the characteristic point [25] 
from the footing 

center and dkl is the distance between the footings. It is necessary to emphasize that all of the foregoing equlttions apply only for increasing loads. If some rea�ions begin to decrease, much lower values of the compliances Okl (about five times smaller) must be considered. 
The accuracy of the above linearization of the reaction-settlement diagrams depends on the preliminary estimate of the reaction value. To achieve more accurate results, the analysis of the whole problem discussed 
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5 -
erf rmed twice introducing for the second analysis an im-Ja,ter roar be P t

'o 
n based o� the reaction values obtained in the first roved linea.rlZa 10 p . analYSIS. 

INSTANTANEOUS INTERACTION BY FORCE METHOD 

f method [26], [27], [39] is based o� the expressi0:t;l for The
l 

orce
t<>:l'v virtual work of the system WhICh may be written the comp emen -" 

80S folloWS 

3W* = ' f;/ �-1 3Q'dV + \ .§o! 3Q' dV + � w,.3Pk 
Jy -y 

(4) 

_ column vectors of stresses and strains in the .structure; where 
Q', • .§ t 

-
T stands for the transpose; � = square �� o� th� uppe!-SCrlp 

defined b the elastic law (1 = :Fl. C! - � ), m which � elastIC constants 
t r of th! inelastic strains (e. g. shrinkage or thermal is. the �ol

� �
e
��lume of the structure; 3� and 3P/c � any s��-e9-uidilata�On)

(
, . t -al) system of stresses and reactions. All possible equilibnum libratmg VIr u 

states roay be expressed as follows 

N 
Q: = Q'(O) + � X'Q'(I), 

i=1 

N 
PI< = PkO) + � Xi prj 

I-I 
(5) 

X = chosen statically indeterminate . forces; �(ll and -w�ere X:H . . . N 
uilibrium state of stresses and footmg reactions . for PV = (virtual) eq 

f all' =1= i' (1(0) and P�O) = stresses and reactIOns X, = 1 and 
!-i 

=
e�te��al dadS f�r-all X, equal O. The v.alues. P�') form due t

t
O �he 

���
n 

is characteristic for the geometrical rela�IOnship between .31 ma nx w . t f d the reactIOns By a stanthe chosen statically in
d
determm

[27]

a
i: 

c:�
c
:: ::own that to satisfy the co�.dard well-known proce ure . . y and suffiditio� 3W* = 0 for any admissible 3Q: and 3Pkl It. IS nece�sar 

. fulfilled .cient that the following system of linear algebraiC equatIOns IS 

"Here 
£ (ji; + f�) Xi + a. + a[ = 0 (i = 1, . . , N) 

;-1 

a, = �y Q'(O)T�-l!!(i) dV + L . .!oT!!(i) dV+a�, 

af = � � Ok/ P/t°) P�') + � P�) wZ. 
k / It 

(6) 

(780) 

(7b) 

(7c) 

(7d) 
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In Eq. (7c) the term a:, representing a possible enforced displacement in the direction of XI has been added. 
This method . of a�proach, i.e. the force method,. is best suited for framed structures, m which the stress state may be conSIdered as uniaxial Then the vectors Q and .§: may be replaced by scalars a and E, and E by 

the Young's modulus E. The flexibilities fli ' aj which are due to the structure can, of course, be actually co�p�ted as a s�m of the flexibilities of the elements or parts of structure, as It IS customarily done in structural analysis [27], [39J. Values ft; represent the additional flexibilities and displa.cements due to the foundation. They are distinguished by upperscript P. The first term in Eq. (7c) represents the deformation in the sense of XI' due to the applied loads, and the second term in (7c) repre'sents the deformation in the sense of X" due to initial (inelastic) strains in the structure. It is well known [39] how these terms can be expressed 
as a sum of contributions of the various parts or elements of the structure 
and therefore these details will not be described here. ' 

It is just for the sake of brevity that Eqs. (5) and (7a-d), as well 
as equations (10) and. (12a-d) given in the sequel, are not written in 
terms of the properties of the elements or structural parts. 

INSTANTANEOUS INTERACTION BY DISPLACEMENT METHOD 

For this method [26] it is convenient to transform Eq. (3) into the 
form 

"k 
Pk = � Ak,wz - PZ (8) 

1-1 

where [Ak,] = [OkZrI = matrix of the subsoil stiffnesses, Pg = I: .AIoIW�. 
The state of deformation will be characterized by a finite number of 
generalized displacements Uu ... UN' The virtual work of the system is 
expressed as follows 

8W = ( .§:T �a.§:dV + 1; Pk8wk - � PI aUI Jv k I 
(9) 

where Pu F2 • • •  are. the applied loads in the sense of Pu P'I.I . . .. All kine
matically admissible (compatible) states of deformation have the form 

N N 
.§: = 'E UI .§:Iil, Wk = 1; U, wLI) 

1-1 1-1 
(10) 

where _Ell), Wk') = (assumed) state of deformation for ul = 1 and ui = 0 
for allj =1= i. To satisfy the condition 8W =1= 0 for any admissible 8u., 
it is necessary and sufficient that the following system of linear aJgebraic 
equations hold true 

N 
1: (kiJ + �) U, = h, + bf + P, (i = 1, . . . N) (11) 

i-I 
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in which 

k,; = �v �1j)'l'!E .§:II) dV, 
k� = 'E � Akzwii) w\i), k I 

b, = L .§:o'l' !E .§:jl) dV, 

bf = � pZwici). k 

(1211.) 

(12b) 

(12c) 

(12d) 

R k . represents the stiffness due to th� structure alon�, bl !,:p�ese�ts 

h
er� I�� in the sense of Un which is eqUlvalent to the gIven lllltlal (m

t e .or 
strains EO. The method of expressing k,s and hi as a s�m of 

elas!l?l 
tions of the individual elements of parts of the structure IS well 

con rl [39J [27] and therefore these details will not be depict:ed. The 
��ties � represent additional stiffnesses due 1i<? the founda:tlOn, and 

6f are the generalized foroces in the sense of u, WhICh are eqUlvaJent to 

the initial settlements Pk• 

LONG-TIME CONSOLIDATION OF THE SOIL 

In a subsoil that contains clay layers, the settlement Ill;ay proceed 

for man weeks, months or years. For a. tIme const�nt �actIOn Pic' the 
resultinl relationship of the linear theory of consolidatIOn may always 
be written in the form 

(13) 

in which t = time elapsed from load application, 0:.= �ting foun��
tion compliance for t _ 00 U (t) = degree of consolidatIon, by definI
tion U (0) = 0, U (00) = i. Function U (t) depends on m�ny charac
teristic of the soil, on the type of loading, on the kind of dr�mag� k! the 
faces of the clay layer , etc. Theory of calculation of U (t) IS we· own 
and for some typical situations the function U (t) has bee� ta:bula.�d. 
For a greater number of reactions, aJ1 ?f which are constant m tIm�, _ q. 
(13) may be generalized, in anaJogy With Eq. (3), ft,S follows (for Wk - 0) 

(14) 

where UIcZ(t) are the degrees of con�olidati0Il: which express, f0!o k:!: �: 
the mutual effects between the footIngs; agam UkZ (0) = 

°li"d
Ui- ( �ue to It should be noted that the nonlinear secondary coII;B0 a Ion 

t 
deviatoric creep of clay is neglected in the above expreSSIOns. The presen 
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knowledge of this phenomenon is rather limited and does not allow p ,diction of settlements. re-
The instantaneous settlement interpreted by Okk and 0 in E (13) and (14) expresses primarily the settlement due to other than c�s. 

layers in the subsoil. The instantaneous settlement of clay layers Which is due to the elastic deformation of clay particles and pore water 'is relatively small and can usually be neglected. (The instantaneous def�rmation which occurs in one-dimensional consolidation tests as a result of entrapped air may not be included in Ou and Okl! of course). 
Because of the linearity of the clay consolidation theory, the prin,ciple of superposition applies. This allows to express the response to timevariable reactions Pic (t) by summing the responses to the time-increments -dP". Thus, according to Eq. (14) 

"" 
wk(t) = � [0"1 P,(to) + Ukl (t - to) Oki P (to) + 

1-1 

(15) 

where to = time of the first load application, -r = integration variable. �No� that t - -r is not a multiplicator b"!lt an argument). When wdt) -IS given, Eqs. (15) represent a system of linear Volterra's integral equa
tions. For certain special forms of kernel function, namely for Ukl(t) = 
= � e. el/l• where ell t. is constant, Eqs. (15) can be converted to a • 
,system of ordinary differential equations. But generally this is impossible. It should also be pointed out than much lower values of OkdOr: must 
be used, if Pk (t) begins to decrease at a certain time. 

CREEP OF CONCRETE 

Let us now summerize briefly the formulation of creep law of concrete 
llsed in structural analysis. In the range of working stresses the creep 
of concrete may be assumed to be linear with respect to stress and obeying 
the principle of superposition in time. For constant environmental condi
tions, creep of concrete may be characterized by creep function 0 (t,-r), 
representing the creep strain in time -r caused by a constant unit stress 
applied in time t. Because of aging of concrete, 0 (t,-r) is not simply a 
function of the time lag t - -r as in the, case of U. A suitable approxi
mate expression for function 0 (t,-r) is defined by Eq. (30). 

When the stress cr is time-variable, the principle of superposition 
in time may be applied. Summing the responses due to the increments 
-dcr (t) [14J, [29], [30], [31], [41], it follows that 

(t da (-r) 
e; (t) = cr (to)/E (to) + J Io(t, to) -- d-r + e;0 (t) 

t. d't" 
where e;o= shrinkage and 10 = creep compliance 

Io{t,-r) = t/E(-r) + 0 (t,-r). 

(16) 

(1631) 
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For a very young concrete, it is possible to consider that approx
iInately 

o (t,-r) = (q> (t) - q> (-r»jEo (17) 

(t) = 0 (t, to) monotonous increasing function of t�e, to = time whe�e : loading E = E (to)' For this form of creep functIOn, Eq. (1611.) 

�a�1l"�e converted by differentiation to the followed differential equation 

de; 1 dcr cr de;o 
-- - -+-+ 
dq> - E (t) d<p Eo d<p 

(17a) 

which is usually referred to as �h� rate-of-creep theory [29], [13], [31], 

r41] and <p is called creep coeffiCIent. . 
t. In reinforced concrete structures the eff�ct of reinforcement . on 
the average creep of cros�-section may be taken mto account by reducmg 

or 0 in a certain ratiO [40], [41]. . . . <P For the sake of simplicity, the foreg�mg equ�tIOns were �tten only 
for uniaxial stress cr and the correspondmg stram e;. EquatIOns for the 
multiaxial stress are analogous [29], [31J, [41]. . 

For a detailed discussion of concrete creep the reader IS refelTed to 
the survey article [31] and especially to the handbook [41]. 

LONG-TIME STRUCTURE SOIL INTERACTION 

As far as the problem is linear, the equ�tio�s for the case when 
both the creep in structure and the clay consolidatIOn are present, may 
be obtained using the analogy of creep with elasticity [32], [31], [1�], 

[41]. For this purpose it is useful to define the creep operator E* I, 

writing Eq. (16) in the form 

e;(t) = E*-Ia(t). (18) 

Likewise, integral operators 0:1 for clay consolidation may be defined, 
writing Eq. (15) in the form 

"k 
w};(t) = � O:,P,(t), (k = 1, ... n,,). (19) 

1- 1 

Equations govering both creep in the structur� and consolid.a�i?n in :� 
soil can be obtained by replacing E-l and Ole III t�e compatibility e1

*
-1 

tions (6) for the corresponding elastic problem With the operators . s 
and 0 respectively. (Before carrying out this replacement, exp�ssIOn 

e 
(8) co�taining E-l and 0"1 must be substituted in �q. (6». For f t 

n
e c� 

of a uniaxial state of stress in the structure' (and Wk = 0), the 0 ow 

1.1-0. 182$ 
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equations, rep:r;esenting conditions of compatibility for the chan of deformations in Xi-directions from to to t, can thus be obtained 
ges 

where 

� �I - P dX{T) _ _  
.l.J [f1J(t, -r) + Jii(t - -r) -'- d-r + as + af = 0, 
j � d-r 

]C(t--r) = � � O:PL'IPliIUkl(t - -r), 
k I 

(20) 

(210.) 

(21b) 

(21c) 

(21d) 

where af �epresents deformation in the direction of X, from to to t 
due to· shrinkage of the structure. The structure of the expressions (21a) 
and (21c) is analogous to Eqs. (7a) and (7c) for iii and a,. Coefficients 
ijjmay be regarded as the elastic flexibilities of a structure having elastic 
mOduli.1/Ic(t, -r} instead of E(t}; a, may be viewed as the elastic de
�or�atlOns from to to t in the direction �f X, due to given applied loads 
m tIme t for these values of elastic moduli. The well-known method [39J 
of expressing iji and a, as a sum of contributions of the individual 
parts or elements of the structure could thus be directly applied to the 
calculation of hj and a,. 

Often the statical system undergoes changes during construction. 
Eq. (20) must then be generalized. Let to denote the time in which the 
structure is given the definite statically indeterminate system and assume 
�hat th� statical .syste.m prior to time to is statically determinate, which 
lS a: typlcal case m brldge construction. Eq. (20) must then be extended 
to mclude the changes of deformations in the direction of X. that occur 
during the time interval (to, th as a consequence of the stress history 
preceding the time to' This may be done by adding at the left-hand side 
of Eq. (20) the following term 

�. 
� OooP\'I )t. [U ( U dPk(-r) 

+ .l.J Ll kl kl t--r) - k/(to - -r} --- d-r 
k I 0 d-r 

(21e) 

in which the changes of stresses a(-r) and reactions Pk(-r) preceding the 
time tg must be introduced. 
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Equ��i�ns (�O) are valid for the ge�er� case �f nonhomogenoUB struc
tures exhibltmg different creep propertles m varlOus parts of the struc
ture. (This may be caused by combination of concrete and steel arts 
bY combi?-atio� of C(;lllcrets of di!ferent age, different humidity or rulerent 
cross-sectlOn dimenslOns). In thls case E(t) and Io(t, -r), occurring in Eqs 
(21a) and (21c), are space-variable. However, if the structure can b� 
assumed as ho�og��ous and all Ukl as equal, equations (8) and (21) are 
considerably sImplified because E(t) and Ic(t, -r) clm. be brought before 
the volume integrals . 

.A steel structure supported on a consolidation clay foundation is 
governed by a special case of Eq. (20) for Ic(t, -r) = O. 

Let us now show the special form in Eqs. (20) for the case of rate
of-creep theory. Substituting (17) into (20), and differentiating Eqs. (20) 
with respect to the creep coefficient !p, the following system of integro
differential equations results 

(2�) 

in which 
i' r wE-1 dV Ii = Jy a 0 a(il , (23a) 

(23b) 

Equation (20) or (22) can be solved numerically, using the well
known methods for the Volterra's integral equations of the second kind 
[33], [34], [38]. The most straightforward method is based on the appro
ximation of the hereditary integrals by finite sums; in the case of integro
differential equations (22) also the derivatives must be approximated by 
the finite difference expressions. In this manner equations (20) or (22) are 
converted to a system of algebraic equations which may be solved by a. 
step-by-step procedure. 

It would be a mere exercise in formalism to write the general form of 
expressions (2131), (21c) for a structure with multiaxial state of stress. 
(In Eq. (2131) the term u(;):fd-1(-r)u(jj would then appear, and in Eq. (21c), 
in addition, a square matrix of the creep functions analogous to Io(t, -r) 
would have to be introduced.) 

Equations for the displacement method could be derived in a similar 
manner. However, their use is not as advantageous as in the time-ind�
pendent problems because of the difficulties connected with the determI
nation of the inverses [38] to the operators E*-l and Otj. 
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

. Fo: practi?al verificat�on an exampl� o� a three-span continuous 
brIdge gIrder (FIg. 2) standing on a subsoil WIth a clay layer has been 
analysed, using a digital computer. As staticaJly indeterminates the 
bending moments Xu XI above the intermediate supports were chosen. 
It was assumed that concrete in the part which is right of the center of. 
the middle span is 120 days younger than concrete in the left part· time 
t was defined as the age of the left part. The structure was ass�ed to 
start acting as statically indeterminate and carrying the constant perma.
nent load at the instant to = 180 days. 

J4m ',,2m �2m 

concrete 

.or-__ "_O_cK_� r_A':_, _ .. ___ ...:A':=-
a �� ��E-------A I� . I � 

• �ttnf�'r 
Fig. 2 

Prior to time to the structure rests on formwork and the stresses 
:are considered approximately as zero, while at the same time the reac
tions have already non-zero, time constant values. For the parameters 
-of Eq. (20) the following va.lues have been determined (or assumed) 

ijj= ill + iIi where ifl =12.8 X 10-3, 8is=2.1 X 10-8, 8�s= 1.1 X 10-8, 

fll=1.1 x10-s, fls = 2.1 X 10-6,822=14.2 x10-a; 

Ct, = a: + ai where at = 0.0108, 

al = 0.00073, 

For t >- 180: Pill =- 0.0486, 

a� = 0.0092, 

a2 = 0.0133; 

022,.= 6.7 x10-s j 

P�l) = 0.0192, 

p�2) = _ 0.0430, 

p�Ol = 1552; 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

13 

For 

For 
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120 � t <180; 

o � t < 120: 

PiO) = 580, 

PiO) = 580, 

p�Ol = 610; 
p�Ol = 0 j. 
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(28) 

(29) 

The creep function of concrete was assumed in the follOwing form 

Ol(t, '1")=0.13 (1 + 1�0) In (l+t-'I"), O"(t, '1")=01 (t-120, '1"-120). (30) 

As an approximation to the known diagrams of the degree of consolidation 
[28], it was assumed that 

Uu(t) = 0.17 In (30 + t), US2(t) = 0.16 In (20 + t). (31) 

.All of the above values are given in days, meters (m) and megaponds 
( = Mp = 1000 force kilograms). Upperscripts land r pertain to the left 
and right parts of the structure, respectively. 
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The time-variation of the reactions Xl and Xs obtained by numeri
cal (computer) solution of Eq. (22), are plotted in Fig. 3. A considerable 
change in the bending moment Xl may be observed. 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 

1. If the foundation settlements for time-constant reaction values 
can be determined with a sufficient accuracy, according to the approx
imate methods of soil mechanics, it is relatively simple to extend the 
conventional methods of structural analysis to the soil-structure interac
tion problems. The terms which have to be added to the flexibilities or 
stiffnesses of the structure alone, are given by Eqs. (7b, d, e) or Eqs. 
(12b, d). This approach is particularly suited for structures supported 
on isolated footings. 
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2. The nonlinear reaction settlement diagrams are best linearized 
by the tangent (not secant) compressibilities and fictitious initial set
tlements (Eq. la, b). 

3. Introducing the creep operators for the structural material 
(concrete) and the integral operators for time consolidation of clay layers 
the algebraic equations for the time-independent interaction are transformed 
to a system of Volterra's integral (or integro-differential) equationS' 
(Eqs. 20 or 22), which govern the interaction when a delayed response 
is exhibited by the structure as well as the soil. This system can be solved 
by well-known numerical methods. 

APPENDIX 

P DDIT/ONAL REMARKS 

Some further comments, based on the previous work of the author 
(published in Czech), will be made. 

A special case of Eqs. (22) has been derived in 1964 and applied 
in the design computations of a bridge similar 80$ in Fig. 2 [12J, [13]. 
The analysis yielded relatively small changes in the,vertical reactions 
of piers from the time of erection to ipfinity, ,one reaction decreaSing 
by only 2.8%, the other by 4.3%. But the increase of the maximum 
bending moment due to permanent load was 42% [12J, [13J. 

For the magnitude of the changes of Xj in time, the difference 
between the rate of concrete creep and clay consolidation is of import
ance. The rate of consolidation can vary in Ii very wide range, de
pending upon the permeability and thickness of clay layer, and the 
drainage at its faces. For certain values of these parameters, the mean 
rate of consolidation can be about the same as the rate of concrete 
creep. Thus, for instance, if the consolidation coefficient [28] equals 
2.8 ft2/month, and both the upper and the lower face of the layer are 
drained (by means of adjacent sand layers), the rates mentioned would 
be about the same if the layer thickness is 6 ft [12]. For other clays 
this thickness giving the same rate can vary up to 4 inches or 32 ft 
[12J. Usually, the !11ower the clay consolidation, the lower are the final 
stresses' in the concrete structure due to the same final settlement because 
creep of concrete can reduce its effect. (An exception is a very slow con
solidation which still proceeds when concrete is very old and creeps 
little.) 

Some design problems of complex buildings on compressible 
foundations were also solved, neglecting the time variation of stresses 
[15], [16] and using special forms of Eqs. (6) and (11). These build
ings, assembled from precast panels are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. They 
represent a system of shear walls with openings, interconnected by ho
rizontal slabs. On account of the high rigidity of the panels, this system 
is rather sensitive to differential settlements. The primary system for so
lution by the force method was introduced as statically indeterminate 

b 
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according to Figs.' 3b (with redundant horizontal forces in the lintels abov openings) . .A more accurate system accounting for the smaJ.l resista,n 
e 

of the refill panels [37] (non-bearing partition waJ.ls) against differe� tial settlements is shown in Fig. 4c. Fig. 6 shows the displacement mode which has been used in a simplified anaJ.ysis by the displacement me.th?d [16). Some of �he results of time-independent analysis for these buildmgs With four or eIght storeys are shown in Figs. 70., b, in which' 

r------------��----------�, 
It I 

I · .W I 
I I I . 

I 

the diagram of the bending moment in the shear waJ.l for the structure 
on Fig. 5, and the distribution of forces in the horizontal slabs for the 
structure on Fig. 4 are plotted. It was found that when the height of 
building of this type exceeds a certain limit the effects caused by the 
same differential settlement are almost independent of the height. Fig. 8 
shows a suitable primary system for the solution of another type of pre
cast buildings, with longitudinal (rather than transversal) main bearing 

a 

-50I1p/m 

IX ' Vig 
WI 
VI 
V 
IV 
1/1 

--!-_I 

b 

o -fOflp 
Fig. 7 

20l1p 100!1p/m 

waJ.ls. .Another approach, which has been used to solve the design pro
blems for this type of structures, is the semi-continuous model. The 
structure is regarded as a system of columns interconnected with a 
medium resistant to axial force, and eventuaJ.ly to shear (Fig. 9). This 
model, which is similar to the model widely used for wind loads [35], 
[36], gave basicaJ.ly the same results [16] as the analysis using models in 

17 
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Figs 3b c..An important aspect in practical design of these buildings. 
's the gr�ual construction, which may affect signif!cantly the forces due. �o differential settlements . . Then a separate analysIs of force increments. 
in each stage of constructIOn has to be performed and the results su-
perposed [15]. 

The analysis of buildings according to the models in Figs 4-9 a.p-
peared to be relatively simple, as compared with the more accurate 
methods such as the finite element method. 

a 
0 0 0 D D 0 0 0 D 
0 0 0 D D 0 0 0 D 

2O<w.Io D 0 D D 0 D 0 0 D """""'" 

t 2 .J ·It ·S (j 7 8 9 to 
C 

I b I 
X, )f, ;; 
,f; 'J2, f; 
AJ ).1, Ii 
4 )It,/i 

i 
Fig. 8 

In analysing complex structural systems, such as. those ju�t
. 

shown,. 
particular attention to the correct evalua.tion of all stiffne�ses IS lJ!lpor�
ant. It must be realized that underestimation of the stiffness m soil 

1/ 

Fig. 9 

interaction problems is u nsafe because .it results in s,maJ.ler stresses (for 
a given differential settlement), while m the analYSIS of the �ffects �f 
applied load (incl. wind) the designer underestimating the stiffness IS. 
usuaJ.ly on the safe side. 
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A major obstacle in practical problems is often the lack of knowledge concerning the compressibilities of soil, the input data in the analysis. As a rule their statistical dispersion is high so that it is realistic to consider in the design certain unfavorable extreme states, deduced by a probabilistic approach. For such states the most important characteristics are: the maximum average curvature of the diagram of soil compressibility along the building (Fig. lOb) and the maximum local dif-' 

a W$(; 
. 

. � 
b J- • .  

� c 

c 

Fig. 10 

ference between the compressibility values on a short length (Fig. 10c). 
(For the stability of very tall buildings, the maximum average slope of 
the compressibility diagram is also of importance). For the determination 
of these characteristics it would be useful to set up some statistically based 
mes, specifying e. g., the average distance between the points characterized 
by maximum-minimum-maximum compressibilities and the shortest 
distance between the points with maximum and minimum compressi
bilities (Fig. 11). 

BASIC NOTATIONS 

- displacements in the sense of Xi' due to the struc
ture and caused by applied loads, inelastic strains 
and enforced displacements, for all X; equal 0 
(Eq . 7c); 
displacement in the sense of Xi' due to foundation 
and caused by applied loads and wZ., for all XI 
equal 0 (Eq. 7d); 
same as ai but due to creep in structure (Eq. 21c); 
same as af but due to time consolidation in soil 
(Eq. 21d); 
parameter analogous to ai defined by Eq. (23b); = force in the sense of Ui, due to inelastic strains in 
structure (Eq. 12c); 
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bf 'F 
j;;, ii; 
jli' jf; 

11., E 

F, 
Io{t, 1") 
]Ok 0 ]02 = �At,w, 

1 

u"" U 

Ukl V 
Xi 
.£, It 

�, a 

�(O), a(O) 
1" 
�T, aT 

= force in the sense of U,' due to ]O�,; 
= flexibilities due to the structure (Eq. 7a) or the 

foundation (Eq. 7b); . ... = creep flexibilitie� (E.q. 21a) or fle�lbilities associated 
with soil consolidatIOn (Eq. 21b) , 

= flexibilities defined by Eq. (23a); 
= stiffnesses due to the structure (Eq. 12a) or to the 

foundation (Eq. 12b); 
- time; . N) generalized displacements (1, = 1, .. " . 

; 
k _ th component of settlement or displacement of 
footings (k = 1, : .. nk).; 
settlements (footmg dIsplacements) for u, = 1 and 
U = 0 for all j =1= i ; . . dctitious initial settlements, characterlZ.mg the non
linearity of the reaction settlement dIagram (Eqs. 
1, 2, Fig. 1); 

t f th . foundations stiffnesses = componen s 0 e mverse 
of matrix [Ok'] (Eq. 8); . 16) . = creep function of structural matenal (e.g. Eq. • 
foundation compliances (Eqs. 1-3) j . ,  
limiting foundation compliances for clay consolidatIOn 
as t -+ oo(Eqs. 13, 14); 
square matrix of elastic moduli of the structure, or 
Young's modulus j 
applied load in the sense of ui j 
creep compliance (Eq. 16a) j • k-th reaction component (k = 1, .. . n,.), 
fictitious initial reaction due to w� (Eq. 8); 

= footing reactions for Xi = 1, Xi = 0 for all j =1= i a.nd 
zero loads; . t O O degree of consolidation corresponding 0 101 or u 

(Eq. 14) j 
= dUk/tdt; 
= volume of the structure j . • = statically indeterminate forces (1, = 1, .. , N), . 'al 

column vector of strain components, or uniaXI 
strain j 

f 11 '  =1= i . strains for u, = 1 and uj = 0 or a. J , 
initial strains in the structures j 
creep coefficient (Eq. 17, 17a); 'M = column vector of stress components, or uniaxi 

�::��!s due to Xi = 1, XJ = 0 for all j =1= i and zero 

= 
l�t�::s

;
es due to applied loads for all X, zero; 

= time as integration variable; 
= transpose !, t!; 
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